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This is a submission into the Inquiry into the extent, nature and consequence of insecure work in the ACT, 
via the submission tool provided by UnionsACT. I have agreed to provide the following: 

Submission by: Bradley Bell,_ 

I was on a rolling short-term contract less than a year ago. 

I experienced late payment by primary contractors. Primary contractors either don't pay or take their time. 
Superannuation not paid for over 10 years. 

I experienced 

I experienced not being able pay my bills nor buy food and a huge amount of stress chasing money owed to 
me by primary contractors. Constant phone calls, emails etc to pursue my money .. 

If I were the Government, I would ban 90 days to pay contractors. I would impose heavy fines for people 
who don't pay. Make it law that contractors get paid weekly. And allow unions to support people who have 
not been paid, by being allowed them mediate on the members behalf and support the member with legal 
action against employers breaking the law. Check all superannuation is paid .. 

Note: This submission is not a publication of UnionsACT, and in no way reflects or represents the views of 
UnionsACT or any affiliated union ofUnionsACT, and does not constitute a submission ofUnionsACT This 
submission has been made through a tool provided by UnionsACT, and no warranty or representation is 
made by UnionsA CT as to the content, reliability or accuracy of the information provided by the individual 
named as the author. 
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